Infrared Electric Grill
Model: IB2017-1

INSTRUCTION MANUAL
PLEASE READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY
BEFORE USING THIS PRODUCT.
THIS PRODUCT IS DESIGNED FOR HOUSEHOLD USE ONLY.

IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS
When using electrical products, especially when children are present, basic safety
precautions should always be followed, including the following:
Read all instructions, safeguards, and warnings before using the appliance.
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Read all instructions.
Do not place appliance where it can fall or be pulled into water or other liquid.
Do not reach for an appliance that has fallen into water. Unplug immediately!
Place grill securely in center of counter or work space.
Always unplug the grill before attempting to move it.
Set the cooking wire grid in place before turning on power.
Use two hands when moving the grill.
Do not allow the electrical parts of the grill to get wet when cleaning.
The grill must not be placed near a wall (whilst in operation). Always leave at
least 10 cm (4 inches) between the grill and the wall.
Do not touch the wire grid during operation.
Children shall not play with the appliance. Children shall not do operation,
cleaning and user maintenance unless they are supervised by adults.
Keep the appliance and its cord out of reach of children.
Use this appliance for its intended use as described in this brochure. Do not
use any other accessories or attachments not recommended by the
manufacturer. They may result in fire, electrical shock, or personal injury.
Never operate this appliance if it is not working properly, if it has overturned,
been damaged, dropped into water or if it has a damaged cord or plug. Return
the appliance to an authorized customer service center for inspection, repair,
or adjustment.

15. WARNING: Charcoal or similar combustible fuels must not be used with

this appliance.
16. Do not operate where aerosol (spray) products are used or where oxygen is
being administered.
17. Do not place on or near a hot gas tank or any object containing gas.
18. Do not let the cord be exposed to sharp objects or touch hot surfaces.
19. Do not move the appliance while it contains hot food. Use extreme caution
when removing the hot wire grid or inner bowl.
20. Do not disassemble the product with exception of reflectors, wire grill, warming
rack and oil pan, for cleaning.
21. Do not leave the appliance unattended while in use.
22. Do not touch the hot surfaces. Use the handles provided.
23. Turn the unit “OFF” before removing the wire grid.
24. Use extreme caution when disposing of hot grease.
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25. This appliance is not intended to be operated by means of an external timer or
separate remote-control system.
26. To protect against electrical shock do not immerse cord, plug into water or any
other liquid.
27. Unplug from outlet when not in use and before cleaning. Allow to cool before
putting on or taking off parts.
28. Do not operate any appliance with a damaged tube, cord, plug, after appliance
malfunctions or has been damaged in any manner. Return appliance to the
nearest authorized service facility for examination, repair, or adjustment.
29. Do not use appliance for other than intended use.
30. Longer detachable power-supply cords or extension cords are available and
may be used if care is exercised in their use.
31. If a longer detachable power-supply cord or extension cord is used:
a) The marked electrical rating of the cord set or extension cord should be
not smaller than the electrical rating of the appliance.
b) The cord should be arranged so that it will not drape over the counter top
or tabletop where it can be pulled on by children or tripped over
unintentionally.
c) If the appliance is of the grounded type, the extension cord should be a
grounding-type 3-wire cord.
32. The temperature of accessible surfaces may be high when the appliance is
operating.
33. The surfaces are liable to get hot during use.
34. The wire grids, reflectors or warming rack must not be removed before the grill
has cooled down. After cooling down use oven glove.
35. Model IB 2017-1 can only be connected to a supply with system impedance no
more than 0.0409 ohm. In case necessary, please consult your supply
authority for system impedance information.
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SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS
Part list:
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1. Grill body
2. Feet:
3. Oil pan :
4. Wire grid:

1 pc
4 pcs
1 pcs
2 pcs

5. Reflector:
4 pcs
6. Warming rack: 1pc
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Install the grill:
Put all part as per the diagram below
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Displayer on the control panel:
1

2

3

4

5
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1. Overtime Warnings: In 5 different languages
2. Overheat warnings: In 5 different languages
3. Power setting bars of the left two heating tubes
4. Digital displayer for showing temperature and standby mode.
5. Temperature unit
6. Power setting bars of the right two heating tubes

Operation of the grill
If the power supply cord or tubes are damaged, it must be
replaced by the manufacturer, its service agent or similarly
qualified persons in order to avoid a hazard.

Turn on/Off the Grill
Plug the grill to power supply, the grill goes into a "stand by" mode, the digital
display show "OFF" without back light.
Push both knobs and keep in depressed position for 3 seconds, the grill turns to
"work" mode, the backlight of the display turns on, and the display shows a
temperature.
Push both knobs again for 3 second to turn the grill back to "stand by" mode.
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To select language:
Push and keep the left knob in depressed position for 3 seconds, all warnings
words are shown on the display, the selected language is blinking. Release the
knob, push again to select a language. When a new language is selected
release the knob for 3 seconds, all warning words disappear on the screen and
the new language selected.

To select Temperature unit:
Push and keep the left knob in depressed position for 3 seconds, the
temperature unit shifts from "C" to "F" and vise versa

To adjust power of heating tubes
The left control knob controls the total power of the two left tubes, and the right
knob controls the total power of the two right tubes. Maximum total power of left
and right tubes are 2200W. Increase the power by turning the relative knobs
clockwise, reduce the power by turning the relative knob counter-clockwise.
Each side has 7 power settings but both sides totally have 8 settings.
Accordingly, the power setting bars show the settings of the power. The more
bars the higher power.
In addition, this grill has a power limit function, the total power of all heating
tubes do not exceed the Max rated power, and accordingly, the total number of
the power setting bars would not exceed 8, which could be 4 bars each side or 1
bar one side and 7 bars on the opposite side etc. When turning knob at one side
to increase the power of tubes at the same side, the built in program will
decrease the power of tubes on opposite side if the total power exceeds the Max
rated power.

Overtime and Overheat protections
Overtime: When the grill has worked with power for more than 90 minutes and
there is not any manual operation, the grill automatically turns off all heating
tubes and goes to "stand by" mode, the overtime warning words flash on the
digital display.
Overheat: When the grill body is extremely hot which might cause potential
damage, the grill automatically turns off all heating tubes and goes to "stand by"
mode, the overheat warning word flash on the digital display.

Warnings: If over heat happens, the grill does not respond to any manual
operation before it is unplugged and plugged again, if it happens repeatedly, do
not use the grill again, but fix the problem by qualified persons.
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CLEANING YOUR Grill
ALWAYS UNPLUG THE GRILL BEFORE CLEANING.
MAKE SURE THE GRILL IS COOL BEFORE CLEANING.


NOTE: Never immerse the grill body in any liquid.

NORMAL CLEANING
 Take out the wire grids, warming rack, reflectors and oil pan from the grill. Wash
them with soapy water using a dishcloth or dish brush.
 Do not clean with steel wool pads or abrasive materials. If scrubbing is
necessary, use a nylon or polyester mesh pad.
 Wipe the heating tube protection guard and its base by using damp dishcloth or
sponge with a mild dish washing detergent.
 NOTE: To maintain best heating power it is recommended to follow above
cleaning instructions before every time you use the grill.
WARNING: Do not squeeze out any Liquid from the Sponge or Dishcloth whilst
cleaning.
MODEL NUMBER

IR2017-1

POWER SUPPLY

220-240V~ 50Hz

RATED POWER

2200W

Environment friendly disposal
You can help protect the environment!
Please remember to respect the local regulations: hand in
the non-working electrical equipments to an appropriate
waste disposal centre. The packaging material is recyclable.
Dispose of the packaging in an environmentally friendly
manner and make it available for the recyclable material
collection-service.
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